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i<je*

. T Shall here give the Reader an ^
^
A . of the Year , as the grand an
ginal Measure of Time , and derived
the Astronomical Principles of the F jts
Motion ; arid then afterwards cohsi
Subdivisions and Distributions iflt°
Parts , as Months, Days , Hours . jseS i
Seconds, ‘Thirds, c & . for the Purp 0^1^
common Life , and the Uses of ^
logy , History , and other Sciences.
2. Time is in itself a flowing Qp al1 jjj
measuring the Duration of Thing 8’
its Flux is always equable arid uh1, 0f
rind therefore to estimate the
Time , we should measure it by sori^ ^
that is in its own Nature always 0
and the same Tenor ; For this Purp0
have no Expedient so convenient aS 0l
of Motion ; and because the M ea ul"piTime ought to be permanent , we ea^ jp
no other Motion fit for this Pn sP° e
, ‘Q$
that of the Heavenly Bodies.
n $
w
the
of
none
these,
Among
3;
are so obvious to every Body, and p* ^
common Sense, as that of the
Moon ; which therefore have been a§
upon by the Consent of all Nations
^
End , and indeed this seems to have
principal Part of the Design of their
ation . For we are told they were aPP° pi

*°

^ea^

i/les
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Seasons , for

Days

22J
and for

' Oen. i. That is, the Sun , by his
lotion , affords the Measure for
Vf ’ an^ by
Annual Motion the MeaW°r ^ Ears 5 astd tbe Moon , by her Re¬
vs-j,.°ns»gives the Measure of another Part
^
we call Months.
fliof 0R' it is a compleat Revolution of
^tninaries that constitutes a Year, a
V;l ’ and a Day in the Abstract , or absoVo

^ (1C°nbt'lcred- Hence it is necessary to
\ ^,er the Point which is to be esteemed
^OjjX°r^ um or Beginning of these Revoss And this , with respect to the Anev°hition of the Sun , is fixed in that
:the ^ ^
Ecliptic , which is the Beginning
| h *e,r; and the Time which the Sun takes
j ^ lnS from , and returning to this Point
S ’ is called a Year.
l/"S° tbe Space of Time which the
es to compleat one Revolution about
is call’d a Natural Day , or the
N
including a Common Day
^
; which Space of Time is subdiN
24 equal Parts , we call PIours ;
1^ e Ctl of these are again subdivided into
^in • ^ artS or Minutes ; each of these
Nt} ^ 0 60 other equal Parts call’d SeUiutes, or Seconds j each of these
into
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As PENfilX
ifito Thirds , and so on in a Sexagefn^a
division for arty lesser Parts of Time-

inst1'
6. NcWj if tins first Point or Beg
oJtxti'
of Aries were fix’d, each Annual
of the Sun would be constantly the
therefore a just and equal Measure o ^
Year, which is call’d the Periodicd ^
as being the Time of the Earth ’s y ^ ‘
about the Sun ; and which consists0 fi
the fie
D . 6 PI. 9 14". For so long is
in
in departing from any fixed Point inHeavens , and returning to the fame
7. But since, as we have shewn
CXLI .) the several Points of the
have a retrograde Motion , ’tis easy
derstand, that by this Receffion of the ^
nox it will, as it were, meet the
cause that the Sun shall arrive to the
nox , or first Point of Aries, before
volution is compleated . And ^ p'
this Space of time (which is call’^
fical Tear) is not so long as the
’ vVi ^'f
for by Observations made at the
of many
Years
of
the
Time
of
\
.
.
— - sli!iniew
noxes , and dividing the Time elaf^ fit
tween by the Nutnber of R-evolutm1^ yr/
Quotient will shew the Quantity of ^
5
peal Year to be 365 D. 5 H . 48' Si ^
is 20' 17 " less than the Periodical Yq -jss

^ H Ji
(>>

^

H

h | -- h
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* " L Beginning of the Year, or Time
lei* ^the
,
le ^ lln enters
the Equinox , is thus
^Mined by Observation . Let A B C be Plate
^ Ar^° n oL the Equinoctial , and DBE
nj Ce of
the Ecliptic ; then with a very *S' 24
Qf instrument take the Meridian Altitude
E . Sun, the Day before and after the
:%ir
^UcJ 110X5 the Difference between these Altl leand
^
that of the Equator will be
tvbj, un s Declination on those two Days*
C* suppose to be AD and EC ; which
*-stus known and the Angle of ObliyA ~
BD = E BC ——^.399 2q ^ we find
re st D B and E B ; and therefore we
k ^ s L B -|- E B is to D B, so is 24 Hours
®Lime between the first Observation
^)n; Moment of the Sun ’s Ingress to the
al Point B.
^

4u 'r the Quantity of the Tropical
is
better defined from a Calculation
the
6 bdoments
of the Solstices.
The In -t

*W *!°^ ^'bdoh curious and most certain
u^
owing to our late celebrated
; and is founded on an easy Ob* an^ therefore practicable by any
ut moderately {killed in the Con*'
etrv. ihg Method is as follows :
m4vo
represent a small Portion of the Fig.
Si
'QY
vhiich the Ecliptic K V M touches
> v kji
Point V . Suppose the Sun
CL
at
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at several Times near the Solstice be ^ ^
Points K, I, L, V , C, M , N , then ^ lU
Right Lines T L , I D j B C, E M, $ c- ^
^0{e
AO ) be
pendicular to the Tropic
&
Declination
’s
Sun
the
of
iiciencies
i° ^
Times from his greatest Declination
io . And from the Elements of
try , the Subtenses TL , D I, &c‘ 0 a( es
$cAngle of Contact AY K, are as the
of the Conterminal Arches VL » ’ , ph
^
that is, of the Lines V T , YD ,
Arches.
those
P th
are nearly equal to
i£S
when the Sun is in L, Part of
that Day will be the Line L C ; and ' q,
!
in M , the Line I M , drawn parallel
Let V Q ^be Part of the Solstitial , ° q\
then we have VT = LF , and VJP - ce
&c. also V F = TL , VG = DI, ^
# tilC
J >
: : F : V G, &c. so
L F1: I G 1V
Figure K V N has really the Prop ^ ^ tl1'
Parabola , and may be taken for such>
^ jb
out any sensible Error .
Points
three
let
11. Therefore
1
in the Axis V Q^ be determined ^QtyC$
^6
1
uprigb
an
vation thus ; let a b be
ac the Ground or Horizon , and cd *
iet nearly perpendicular to the Svn cfi
at Noon . Then let the Points h, j > ^ b,
the Plane mark the Shadow of the Ps ' 0{e
on three several Days at Noon;

^

to
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t^s ^ 0re’ an(I one after the Solstice. By
keanS We ^ ave t^ie Proportion of Dif5S „e between

the Points

F H and F G , for

Vv/ •' <? : : F H : F G. By the first Obat
from the Point H the Sun ’s Place
^ ls given ; by the second, from the Point
have the Place at L ; and by the
tL n having G, we have the Point M in
h'lirve.
^ 0W * et the Time between the first
\ ^ .ecorid Observation AT (= K L) ~ a ;
between the second and third Ob^/ l0ll TE (= LVM) J= , FH s= , FG
le CQ
’ ari(i TV - jfz the Time between the
Observation and the Moment of the
to be found . Then AV = a + xt
% ^ == b — x and
;
let the Latus Rec%c
s the
Parabola be p. Then
(per Co‘VsJ
have P - VF Xp, and therefore VF
}'

In

like Manner VH =

,

"■
i vc = g- 2**+■£• therefbre
FH
■VF

s ^-s- 2 ax

and F G

~lT~

■VIs) = - p

2 ax

"

2

—d ; where-

bz—
2

bx
d

Qjz

; and reduceing
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Appendixing the Equation , we have x = T V , the Time required .
Vi
13. But if the Order of the Qh* er ^
tions be such, as that the Observati 01^
the Shadow of the Gnomon in f i S
in the Middle between those of the Sha ^
in h and g ; then will AT = E £ ’ ^
so a
b, and
the Equation will beeoM^
ac- •a d
TV ; which gives this
2 d + 2 c
ib
; c — :d : : a : X, that
logy,
2 F G + 2 F H : G.H
l>.T± :: :: AT
AT ' :: * ' ' H/
14. I 8HTEE illustrate this Calcula^ ^ f
an Example of each Cafe. In the ^
1500 , Bernard Walker, in the
^ 0f
dune, at Nuremberg, observed the Ch0^ , 3
the Sun ’s Distance from the Zenith
large Instrument , as follows ;
.
June 2 , 45467T

(June 8 , A3
9, 44934 }> and
June 13. ^ gg
i.6, 44990J
(Jim. 1 ■- ^
The Difference of these. Chords are
very near to the - small- Distances F
E H ; therefore c 533
—
, and ^ ^
^
c—
is
477 ; and since thb , Time v 4^
Days between Observation , therefore a -p,
Whence we have 1.17.8 ; 477

7 ' 0 fh
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-0 It

^
2', which added to the Time of the
I' / e Observation, gives June i x D. 20 IT.
°r the Time of the Solstice.
t c.
ti°IW Again, by the other three Observa■d.
We have t 107
—
, d -. 92,
} and a ~ 4 ; wherefore say, As 398 :
^ : : 40 . - 96 H . : 3 H . 37% the Disse^l*Ce between the ad Observation , ‘June 12,
l]xMoment
of the Solstice, which
\y e^0re enust be June 1 x D. 20 H . 23',
'j'j| Icb is but 2i ' different from the former.
(„e Time of the Tropic therefore , in Anna
We may conclude was Juke 11 D,
12'.
E will now give an Example of
0 , i0 riner Method by the Shadow of a
^. Qr ticm 33 Eeet high , which Gajjendus at
mac{e use of for determining the
Jii
0
b°rtion
of the Gnomon to its ,Solstitial
Jtb^.
This he did in the Year 1636, and
tli,^
'^periments were as follow,
^uHe
s 3176 A f p arts,of which
! q t n C2 i !
j-,
2i P '^ W Styk * J 3 175 s J the Gnomon
Zl j
she Shadow )t ~3 *75~ * j was 80/1,28,
'
f31759 1 ‘
v-te
indeed the End of tire Shadow , in~
nhid
^ of being received on the Plane c dx
bendicular to the Rays , was taken on
(st^ 3
the
XT
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• the horizontal Line , where the Points/
of* e
h, are referred to F , G, H, in
three eel1
Observations ; yet is the Ratio het^
F H and F G the fame nearly as the Ra ^
between / h and / g, because the
that Distance from b, in so small an
differ little from parallel Rays .
j5
17. Hence the Cafe of the Pr° ^ e^
still the fame . Therefore , let the Sh»< ’
lib
on June 19 , be a H =
31766
; on the 2G
a F —31751
; and on the 22d , a
i
31759 ; then 2 c 30
=
, 2 d -16 , c ■eft
—7 , and a —2 , 3 1— ; then the The 0
c b'u— dt
0,274 = 00 D, 17 H■2
. ad Fib c
'
'
(
which is the Time by which the ^° g0h
preceded the second Observation . Th ° ^
stice therefore was on June 20 D . 17
^
A7. 5. or June 10D . 17 H . 25' 0 . 518. The Difference between the
of this and the other Solstice is 1 3T ^ jji
47' : of which 1 D . iH . 12' arises
^
the Deficiency of the Length of the ^
pical Year from that of the Juli&n ^ e(
(as will by and by appear ) and the
Part 1 H . 45' from the Progression Q.^ St
Sun ’s Apogæum during that Space of
ML. 136 Years ,
rs$i
! 9-

1

to
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Days are

the

23*

next Part of

i!Re
These may be
(3; . We shall consider
^ ed into Solar and Sidereal Days . The
(e r Bay is that Space of Time which in^ Cries between the Sun ’s departing from
s; ^ ° ne Meridian , and its Return to the
a>iii
again- But a Sidereal Day is the
of Time which happens between the
to*f^ re of a Star from and its Return
And each
fame Meridian again .
Of
* Ih -v_

efe are divided into 24 equal Parts,
of ^ ours.
Because

the Diurnal Motion of the

its Axis is equable, every Revo
Will be performed in the lame Time ;

Mi, 11 about
0ri

all the Sidereal Days, and the
^Wefore
sf ° those Days , will be equal . And
Me^ other hand , the Solar Days are all
and that on two Accounts , viz.
of the Earth’s
and because of the Obliquity of the
to the Equator.
tie(-f ' iMis will appear as follows. Let 8 Plate
LXIV.
Mer? ^Un> AB a Part of the Ecliptic , A
Fig. 4.
MM entre of the Earth , and M D a MeN0v^ , whose Plane passes through the Sun.
Time of one Revolution about
ts the

f° the Elliptic Figure
0^.Ufe

fXlS’ *et the Earth be carried about the
rom A to B, and then the Meridian
will
Q^4

Appendix
th*

will be in the Position m d, parallel to
former M D. But ’tis plain , the ^ ellslJl0r
m d is not yet directed to the Sun> , ^
will not , till by its angular Motion h
attained the Situation ef, describes
Angle e B m B— S A ; whence it
that all the Solar Days are
long er
J
the Time of one Revolution , or Sl
Id ay,
.
p]asle■
22 . If the Earth revolved in the
of the Equator , and in a Circle about ^
Sun , then would the Angle A 8 B, ,s
consequently the Angle e B m be
^
of the same Quantity , and therefore ^
Time of describing the said Angle * ^
would always be equal, and so all th^ ^
Days would be equal among them * e
But neither of these two Cases have
in Nature.
23 . For by the Earth ’s Theory , t° u. ^
on the nicest Observations , the Orbh
\
Dllipjis, and therefore (as we have f
o(
her annual Motion cannot be equa>V ' ^
the Angle A S B described in the saute
of Time will not he equal ; f° r ra ^.;[1
Aphelion , the Velocity of the Eai'tb
be less than in the Perihelion , tPelC .q>
also the Arch A B will be less, and
{Ql&
quently the similar Arch e m, and

jfst

to

to
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ipp * C*^ me describing
it ; whence it
^ e^ - art os Time to be added to
jdereal Day , to ccmpleat the Solar
2’ 1Sahvays variable.
^tie ^ HE olher Part of the Equation of
6 ( a'a d most considerable) is that which
Of^ stom f

iie p] ane of
the Earth ’s Orbit
being inclined to that of the
he^ tor or Plane of the Diurnal Motion; Plate
OfT^tain which , let v v$ be
a Semicircle LXIV.
Fig. 5,
Ecliptic, and y PI * of the Equi^ ' S the Centre of the Sun , and A
\ ^ ^be Earth in the third Quarter of
Astatic; hf the MeriTan pasting
^b the true Sun S, and .its apparent
tic ^‘ I in the first Quarter of the EclipY ar.

Suppose, now , the Motion of the
- 111 every Respect equable , and first
|? bit out from £ , and proceeded in
in a given Time to D, the Sun
V ^ apparently describe in the same Time
Jtyej
of the Equator cy
>I. Again , supout from the same Point
and
d0cjt E same Time with the same equable
bi the Ecliptic , it would arrive to
<y
,^
so that the Arch ~ A = ^ D,
'Mtjj ^ <v C. Then ’tis evident , as the
rev olves about its Axis from West to
East,

Appendix
Ml

„■
Place wi
East , the Meridian of any
Ecliptic , and a ^
arrive at the Sun I ininthe
the Equinoctial >
■wards at the Sun C
Sun in die^ c],
by the
of Noonthan
Time
is, thewill
that Noon f , .
sooner
be
liptic
the Equin ° ^p
would happen by the Sun in of ,the AsC^
Quantity
and that by the
-pit"
turned into Time .
^
B C is &e
26 . Now the Arch £ D =
I os nt
Longitude
ference of the Sun ’s
Ag
y B.
and his Right Ascension
j
Angle
parallel to D C, and Dthe
the
S h, and
equal to the Angle
the ^
similar to the Arch D h ; therefore
revolves
in which the Meridian hf
is to be $
Situation ef is that which
it ^
to the Ecliptic Noon to equate
tji£
in
Time of the Equinoctial Noon
^
Ecliptic *
and third Quarters of the
^
Quarter , the said
second and fourth
1
eat
would
as
tion is to be subtracted ,
'
Const1*1
pear by making the fame
^ of
there ,
Pal
in different 6 ^ j s
27 . Now because
D h or B
Arch
the Quadrant this
of
different Length , the Equation
therefn ^ ^0
be a variable Quantity ; and
by * . j
the Motion and Time measuredequab
In the Equinoctial is always

to
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notLmg to make it otherwise) it sol-

Ve(j *^at the Times (i . e. the Days ) meav the Sun in the Ecliptic must be altiofa^
cqual
; or, in other Words, the
~'ays are sometimes shorter , sometimes
u8er.
th, than the equal Time measured out
<(j6fiuinoctial.
^
^T has been shewn already , that the
potion of the Earth precedes the
N js 111 the first Semicircle of Anomaly,
\j .^Prece ded by the Mean in the second,
. °re while the Earth is going from
^ Phelion to the Perihelion , or while
apparently moves from the ApoMl} ^ to the Perigæum , the Apparent Time
,C before the Mean , and in the other
^
of Anomaly it will be after it.
\ ^ erence of these Motions converted
IW lhte is the Equation of Time in this
and is to be subtracted from the Ap'Vrj

° tse / lrtle to gain the Mean , or added
rsl^ ^ an to gain the Apparent , in the
lr> tsp^ ^ hcle of Anomaly ,
and vice versa
2 atter.
S 9; fN°W both these Parts of the Equar.tme
^
' are calculated by Astronofror
w °r every Degree of Anomaly , and
ev
'l'e pC.r.y Degree of the Sun ’s Longitude in
"Die , and disposed in two several
Tables,

235
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Tables , with Directions for adding an ^$
trachng, as the Cafe requires ; f° ^ j$
all Times the true or equal Time ^^
had . And from thence it appears
apparent Time , or that shewn by the
viz. by a Sun- dial\ is but four Days jn 0(
whole Year the fame with the me^ ^
equal Time strewn by a good C‘°c ^
Watch , viz. about April the 15th , j tiTie
17th , Augujl the 31st, and Decentber ^
24th . Also about the 23d of OcloW ^
Equation is greatest of all in the Yea?’ ^
ing then about 16' 11", Clocks being dl&\
yp
inuch flower than Swi-rdials.
30. As the Solar Days are uneq tia ■’c jt
/
Hours must be so of Course ; and
g
appears , that there is no natural
{o
which can by its Motion measure
d
‘
truly or equally ; and the only 'v
do this is by the artificial Contri var*C^
Clocks , Watches , Clepsydrae, Hour -^’ a
1$
&c,
31. In different Parts of the Won
natural Day has a different Beginning'
** oi
" " aL'
- ■ Das
‘began their
•
ancimt Egyptians
^ lght , as do also the modern Nati° fiS
ce> SPain* Great -Britawy and ^
v
Parts of Europe . The jews , with the 0
- L
' ■« .iJo0mans, be gm their Day at S\n\-kiting

to
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Hn

%/ 'ynians began theirs at Suu -rising . And
Monomers begin the Day at Noon,
^ re ^on on to twenty -four Hours , and
V . lce twelve , as we do by our Clocks.
^ Life.
Ve"’ ^ Week is another common Mea^ mc oonflsting of seven Days , and
^ 1Ct^le Ancients supposed the seven PlaInfluence upon the Earth and
1an
t hings , they allotted the first
eacL Day to the Planet they sup^Vha}^ en to P re^^e ; from whence thp
Lays of the Week received their
^
^ lj ' Thus Sunday was Dies Soiis, i . e.
the Sim ,- Monday was Dies
^
\ I 1, e . the Day of the Moon; Luefday
fy les Mantis, i . e. the Day of, Luifco
> Wednesday was Dies Mercurii, i . e.
\
\ jy of Wooden or Mercury ; Lhursday
hp-i{€^ es Jwis, i . e. the Day of Dhor or
> Friday was Dies Veneris, i . e. the
Saturday was
^ &riga or Venus;and
atllrni, i . e. the Day of Saturn .
"""'■^ Month is another Part of Time,
^ Lorn the Moon , Because it is the

\

about the Earth,
^
^ is.°^ ^Crsolution
V ^ j.'ferefore also call’d a Lunation. If
f e<^ the Revolution of the Moon
'V 'j
to

fixed Point in the Heavens (as a
the fame again , it is call’d a Fe ~.
riodical
5

Append
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- 7.
nodical Month , and consists of 27 D '
j
43 - But if we regard the Time that
D,,.J
between one Conjunction or New - Mo°
the next following , it is call’d a Sy^ ^
Month , and is equal to 29 D. 12 H34’ These now mentioned are the
nomical Tears , Months , and Days :
used in common Life are somewhat j
the Civil Month is a Sp aC ^j c
tent. Thus
31 Days , and 12
or
30,
,
28 , 29
Months make 354 Days , which is ^
Civil Lunar Year ; and a Civil Sola1" ^
is the Space of 365 Days . Theref 0^ -,
equate the Civil Lunar to the Sol^r jjd
11 Days are to be added , which were
by the Greeks Epamogenœ, and by uS
.
Epacls .
35 . The Civil Soli- Lunar Year 0 J^
Days , being sliort of the true by 5
57", occasion’d the Beginning of the ^
to run forwards through the Seaf° oS
Day nearly in four Years, and 10
Years through all the Months of the ^
^
On this Account Julius Cæsar ordain
^
every fourth Year one Day should he
0^
to February , by causing the 24th
reckon ’d twice ; and because this 24
February was the Sixth (Sextilis) be 0
Kalends of March, there were in th 11
§1
two of those Sex tiles, which gave the

of

to Lecture
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% '^ extiIe to this Year . The Year, thus
was from thence call’d the Julian
Eut the fix Hours , added by Julius
^ G is too much , that is, exceeds 5 H.
by 11 ' 3and
therefore the Sun
\ J^ ear begins his Course 113 " before
\^ U^an Year is ended, which in 131
,SCounts
to a whole Day . Hence
^,

e Council of Nice, A . D . 325 , (at
* Time of Eajier was fixed) the
>alibe
of ^ Equinox
"
being upon the 21st Day
Ma
to arc h, it was found in the Year 1582
fiJVn on the 11 th of March , 1o Days
■3' r than before.
W ' ^ 0PE Gregory XIII . thought the Kato° erroneous , and resolved to refor lt> by restoring the Equinox to its
of Jsr Elace in the Year, viz. to the 21st
°iit arc h' To
do this , he took 10 Days
°f r?~ ^be Kalendar , by ordering the 5th
to ° * o6e
'er 1 ^ 82 to be call’d the 15th ; and
V f Vent the Regress of the Equinox for
to ^tUre, ordered every ioodth Year
thebst
^
0f only 365 Days , whereas in
\irf tan it: bas 366 , as being Bissextile.
^formation is therefore called the.
y^an Account , or New -Stile, and is
K%y% Papijls in Italy , Spam, France , Gerarid by some Protejlants abroad ; but
m
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Enghnd we have lately made a farth ef j,
rection , by throwing out 11 Days ;
^
brings us much nearer the Truth thai* ^
in

Gregorian Account. This therefore oug ■htt°
jJJ6
called the Bui tish or Augusti
ne A ce°l
in Honour of our own Nation and EnV
38 . Singe the . Council of NitOy ^ ^
present Year 1758 , there have clapi eC ^
wards -of 143 .3 Years , by which
Equinox does in the Old - StHe, at this - ' ^
fall on the to .th of March nearly , aI5 ^
Julian Account
is 11 Bays later
own . But even the Emendation , ° r .
Stile , (which we now use.) is not
for whereas by that four Days in 4 ° ° ^
are rejected , a considerable Error is c° l as
ted 1for the odd 11 ' 3' ,by which th®
iian Year
exceeds ., the Truth,
amount to more than three Day 5
Years .
If therefore at the End
^ ^
39 .1 Years we expunge three Days , the to(j ^0
nox will very nearly always - keep
tl
fame Day of the Month.
39 . In Computations
of Time,
it necessary to fix upon some reIfl^ r if
Transaction , or memorable Event ,
gJLxordium or Beginning - of the Reck 0
^
these are called Epocha ’s or Ær -a ’s*
some compute from the Creation of
The ancient Greeks from the

■dirf

/0,1

XI.
to Lecture
,
t&e Q/
776 Years before
tymptaas, beginning
Romans from the Building of
:
P vIst The
about 750 Years before Christ.
Egyptians use the Æra
of E Chaldeans and
y ' aGonaffar, beginning A . ante C. 752.
^ Ur ^Jh Epocha is the Hegrra or Flight
i8 f bo met , A. C . 622 . The Persian Æra
C !!ed Tesdegiri, A . C. 632 . And that of
Y ^hrfl ans t jie Firth of Christ hnce which
reckon 1771 Years.
Besides

the

Measure

of Time by

Years , we find it became needthe Use of Cycles (i . e.
to introduce
0^ , ^ ) of Years \ as the Metonic Cycle., the
°f the Sun, the Cycle of Indi. 51 ion, and
ren y ^lian Period compounded of all the
lov Of each of these I shall give the follilS short Account.
br

151011

lU 1, The Cycle

of the Sun arises hence:

Number 365 be divided by 7, it
Remainder of i , which shews
the a
Of, aft Day of the Year is the same Day
ty. Week with the first. Now it was
customary to place against the seven
OfA 111 the Week , the seven first Letters
Alphabet , A, B, C, D , E , h , G , and
re’ as th07- were continued through
'b it is evident the fame Letter must
stand
R
° L- III.

y°

y

ea
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of ^
stand against the first and last Day
Year, viz. the Letter A.
WIll
1
42 . Hence,- if the first of yanuafj
be a Sunday, the Letter A will point out
the Sundays in that Year ; and fince Ml
I st of

'^
January

in

the

next

Year

is

^

the first Sunday will be on the 7th , ag aI^
which stands the Letter G, which
fore will be the Sunday Letter for all t
Year. Again , the first Day of the
lowing Year being 'Tuesday, the first.
will be on tl 6th , ag;T lUi"
ich tljA Cj° re which
the Letter F, wrist
indicates danthe
through that Year, and so on!
whence his easy to observe, that theW
ev 1
ters which point out the Sundays in
Year will be in a retrograde Order ,
^
A , G, F, E, &c.-And
because these f
ters strew the Dies Domini, or Lores
U
they have been called Dominical
TERS.
oJ»
nab1'
43 . Now, if all the Years were co
th*
be
ones, the fame Letter would not - ^
Dominical, or the Sundays would not be
on the fame Days of the Week , till
a Cycle or Revolution of seven Year»>• ,
Sundays

. *raOl u

nee every 4th Year has a Day exo ^ o(l
nary , this Day will interrupt the Succe
of the Dominical Letters , and cause ^
11

^ Lecture

Xt*

thef

t|j
b^
t

Days will not be shewn again by
aiTle Letters after a Cycle of seven Years,
Years, which is called
=
4 ><7 28
Sun.
the
of
C>-/e
B EgaU se in every Bis ex tile Year the
arsie

^ or 25th of February is reckoned twice,
it „^oth those Days have the fame Letter,
the01 °w«j that that Letter which shewed
^ays before the 24th of February
Ml[ ^Un<
ot*» shew it afterwards , and therefore
peVe
%% ry such Year there will be two DoExample , the Year
Letters. For
Was Bissextile, January 1 Sunday, the
^il(^ niCa^ Letter A ; but the 24th of Fe ~.
ry being Friday had the Letter F, and
tlj ^at urday the 25th ; therefore Sunday.
2bth tou st have G, which for that
X 011 W as the Sunday Letter the remaining
the Year.
'Bo find what Year of the Cycle the
etit
to
is, add 9
or any Year of Christ
the
given Year, (because the first Yeas
^v;/ IllIST was the oth of the CycleJ and
Of >y 28, the Remainder is the Year
Example : The
Mr Cycle required ;
by t 7469 + = 1755, then 1755 divided
•
y a— / a 7
^8 1
^j r . ie aves 19, the Year of the Cycle reE,
fy. . whose Dominical Letter is
r^ ng to the following Table :
CycU
R L
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. 2. 3. 4 . 5. 6 . 7 . 8. 9. 10. 1*■
XW .i > / .^ E. D . C. B G. F. E. D B . A'
E.
A.
C.
Cycle 13
. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19- 20-^
Bom.Let B D . C. B. A E . E - V' f'
E.
G.
tyr/e
22 . 23 . 24 . 25 . 26 . 27 . 28.
Bom . Let . A. G . F. ^ C. B. A.
Cycle

46 . The

Metonic

Cycle,

so (

ll^
c£t^e(j

from the Inventor MesonJ otherwise ca ^
the Cycle of the Moon, is a Period of
teen Years, after which the New and
{ifl6
Moons were supposed to return on the
Days of the Month , and Hours , as he^ ^
because if the Solar and Lunar Year he»^
together at any Time , these Years hel^
to each other as 365 to 354 , could P0*incide again at their Beginning till at j,
certain Time , viz. 235 Lunations , ^
make 6939 D . 16 H . 31' 45", and i°
teen Solar Years are 6939 D . i8fd - >
Difference being only 1 H . 28 ' 15'' lhe^ s ^
two Years will then begin again very n^//
at the fame Time , and the New and
^
Moons come round again upon the
of the Month.
2

47

'.

to

^
^
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Yet this Deficiency of an Hour and
cause the New and Full Moons to

^ Ppen s0 much sooner each Cycle in the
■
j^ Vens than by this Reckoning , and this
Years amounts to a whole Day;
4 therefore , at this Time , they happen
five Days sooner than they should
tjj* by the Rule settled by the Nicene Counler b°r finding the same by th ^Golden Numthe Nature and Use of which are to
'Dderstood as follows.
Taking

any Year for the First of

^ Cycle, the Ancients observed all the
[^ Son which the New Moons happened
^ 0ll gh the Year, and against each such
^ey pl aced the Number i ; in the 2d
eC*r of the Cycle they did the like, and to
^ P Day of the New- Moon annexed the
^ uQiber2. In like Manner to every New
f^ ^ Day in the zd Year of the Cycle they
^ Dined the Number z ; and so on, thro*
Years of the Cycle. This being done
h ? UeQy cle ->the same Numbers were fitted
t ^ ^ ondar to shew the New Moons in
^ 1Year of any future Cycle; and, upon
^ Cc °Unt of this their excellent Use, they
were therefore called
in Gold, and
}^ °^ en Numbers for those Years respecliveT.

R3
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4,9, But because these Numbers f°r
observed New Moons are not of lasting ^
(.as above shewn) the best way of disst0 ^
these Numbers is hy the Mean Lunations\ ^1
they 'may be found from Astroncn11 ^
Tables ^for each Year of the Cycle,
are the same in every Cycle, and do not ' ^
greatly from the true . But however *
vantageous this may be in civil Life, ^ A
not to expect: this Innovation should ^
Place in the Liturgy of the Church ^
England, which still continues to cows
the Moons , as it does the Equinoxes)
the -old erroneous Rule established by 1
Council of Nice, which are called $ cC‘
iW
qjtical New Moons, in Contradistinction t°
true ones in the Heavens.
co. Besides these, there was anothct pe*
•
co*
nod called the Cycle of IndictioN * fa
fisting of 15 Years ; it was so called be ca^
the Numbers of this Cycle indicated
Time of Easter .' But as this Cycle
Connection with the Motions of the ^
venly Bodies, I shall say no more of R h
but refer the Reader for a farther
of this and other Matters purely
logical, to the Authors who have wrote
Chronology, or , if they please, to an Cp'li°

XL
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of

^oieriLL in my Philological Library
lterary Arts and Sciences.
Period is one that
is ^ ’ ^ He Dionysian
Cycles
^ade by multiplying together the

Sun and Moon, and therefore con532 Years , for 28 x 19 —532,.
4f
not
)| er the Completion of this Period ,
Qj
, return
and Fall Moons
.

the
■I1
% r„

New

(f.

was called the Great

to

Bays of the Month , but also the
D;
tys °t the Month return to the same
h;
. f the Week ; anil therefore the Doh.'aoFs0
Letters and the Moveable Feasts all
again in the fame Order . Hence
t(YE.

The

Julian

Period

Paschal
is the .last I

^1}
coriixf. trieution, and the largest of all,
of 7980 Years , being composed' of
t}j
Indietion %
u Cycles of the Sun , Moan, and
■
—
The ^Be
hs ~,o
7980.
=
15
x
iq
X
4
hi
fYriod was 764 Wars before
ts b Tus
;
*hd^ reation ’ antl is not yet compieated
,
Periods
comprehends all other
^
Qerefore
and Epochas, and the Times of all
Actions and Histories , It had
jt stable
,
^ aruc from its Inventor Julius Scaliger
^ ■
0 has eternized himself thereby.
I can ’t conclude this Essay without
• § before the Pleader the Astronomical
R 4
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Principles of Chronology
, which Sis
Newton makes use of for settling the ^
Epoch a of the Argonautic Expedition*

1
£

which he makes the Basis of his Chs° -5
logy . He observes, that Eudoxus, in
Description of the Sphere of the Anci^ g
placed the- Solstices and Equinoxes 111 ,
Middle of the Constellations Aries,
Chela, and Capricorn: And also that
'Sphere or Globe was first made by Mur ^
and the AJlerisms delineated upon jt
Chiron, two of the Argonauts .
^
54. Now it has been strewn, that hf »
Precession of the Equinoxes the Sta rs j
back 5o vper Annum. And since at the
of the Year 1689, the Equinoctial ^°‘
ed1
passing through the middle Point , betvsr
the first and last Star of Aries ydid the 11 ^
the Ecliptic in « 69 44 ", it is evident?. ,,
the Equinox had then gone back
^'j°
therefore , as 50" is to one Year, s° iS fn c&
44 ' to 2645 Years , which is the Tim e
the Argonautic Expedition to the Begi stI^ 6
of the Year 16go ; that is, 955 Years i>e ^
Christ is the Æra of the Ar &° na
Expedition.
a*
55, But our great Author is JEO
°fe P. ^
polar and subtile in this Affair, f? e _
the Mean Place of the Colure of t^ e

to
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^ar ana S°lft* ces ->by considering the several
(y a they pass’d through among the other
J0jf
^ Rations , as follows , according to Eu~
a'

tbe ® aGk
^ r*es 1S a Star of the
gnitudc , marked 7 by Bayer i; n the
* <* the Year 1689 , its Longitude was
38 45 ^ ; and the Equinoctial Colure
through , according to Eudoxus, cuts
^ cb ptic in 8 6 ° 58' 57".
of In the Head of Cetus are two Stars

^ e' 4th Magnitude , called v and I by
fyjj * Eudoxush Colure passing in the
k^ e between them , cuts the Ecliptic in
^ 38' ^ 1^, at the End of the Year 1689.
^ the extreme Flexure of Eridanus
was formerly a Star of the 4th MagQeteof( late it is referred to the Breast of
\ Q'It •
is the only Star in Eridanus ,
which
this Colure can pass ; its
Vis
V
e was at the End of the Year 1689
^
^2 io ", and the Colure of the Equi¬
psr Passssg through it cuts the Ecliptic in
12

, So / 4°~
!>a^ '
If

the Head of Perseus,
a Star of the 4th
T^f Bayer; its Longitude
at the End of the Year

rightly deMagnitude,
was y 23®
1689 ; and
the

2ZO
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the Colure of the Equinox passing thi0^
it cuts the Ecliptic in « 6 ° i 8' ss 1- ^ . t|y
60 . In the Right Hand of Perseus, rl%^
delineated , is a Star of the 4th Mag 1*1*^
whose Longitude at the End of the . ^
1689 was » 24','25 72s\ and the
tial Colure palling through it CLlts
Ecliptic in y 4 0 56 ’" 40 7',
j * 6 5» §
j 8 658
all
of
6j . Now the Sum
these Places of the <| *s 7 12 \

6 18 0

Colure , viz,

j a
:6 4°
l« 4 Sl

Is — 1I 2 2 6 0)
17
6 29
The cth Part of which is
b
W0 °
^
which is therefore the Mean Place,
the Colure in the End of the Yeas es
did cut the Ecliptic
a like Manner he det^ r^
62. After
Sumr/s.j
the Mean Place of the Soljiitial ou«-q .
1
•
.
77
T
n
,
,
7
be si 6 ° 28 147 T\ which as if4 I'3!
to
lure
^ j-p
90 Degrees from the other , shews 4 ^
rightly deduced. The Equinoxes
then departed Is 6° 29 ' from the
1$.
Points of Chiron, Ihews that 2628
-.me
o>c
have elapsed since that Time,
lir
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ho'■r
e

tics C°rre( st than the former Number (Ar^ ‘) though ' less

by only

seventeen.

some other Methods , of a like
re>
he
also shews the Æra of the Ar? Sts
^° ught to be placed in that Age of the
X
‘hcl ’ atu^ saving fixed this most ancient
\V0s

a’ he makes
fy)
0^ eriCe thereto
^ hr

his

Computation

in the future

with

Part of his

thus our great Author has , with

^ to a sagacity

, so conducted 'his Design,

his
Chronology suit with the
^ ature i with the Principles of Af%
tUSj J *' with Sacred Hijiory, with Rerodo%i rr

h. ^

6 Gather of Profane History , and with
l° eW

though many have thought sit
an d find great fault with his Chro-

j

^et > how little regard ought to be

tyi

^ lem 1X1
a7 from hence appear , that

iy^c Newton w ras undoubtedly equal to
? C^.
ln a il the common Qualifications of
°n°l°Sifi->and vastly superior to all in
^ Uc fi were essential . Gentlemen should
^ JV
{ 5 Modesty not to criticise on the great*kafc ever lived , till they have cdn-

\-

i^•

le

World , at least, that they under-

